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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Internal Affairs Unit 

Administrative Case #14-24187 
Sergeant Matt McLean 

Pursuit, Officer James Golgart 
Date April 7, 2015 

CASE BACKGROUND 

This case involves a pursuit which was initiated and continued while Officer James Golgart had a 
non-MPD employee ride along with him. There were no injuries or property damage in the 
pursuit. 

Officer Golgart was working a metro-wide buy back shift on a "Towards Zero Deaths" (TDZ) 
detail, and was driving a fully marked MPD Ford Explorer Police vehicle. 

The pursuit took place on the freeway system of the north metro, with a marked Blaine squad 
eventually taking over as the primary vehicle. 

The pursuit lasted approximately 15 Minutes, and ended when the suspect exited the freeway and 
the Blaine squad lost sight of the suspect and terminated the pursuit. 
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CASE INVESTIGATION 

MPD CCN 14-419086 

At 2221 hours on 11-28-2014, a 911 caller, 13.82 reported to Minneapolis Dispatch that a 
male was slumped in the driver's seat of MN 193-PUA, a dark in color Chrysler Sebring, which 
was parked at Fremont Ave. N. and Broadway Ave. N. 

Minneapolis Fire responded first, and when they knocked on the window, the driver awoke and 
immediately fled from the area of Fremont Ave. N. and West Broadway, entering 1-94 
westbound. 

The 911 caller, 1 3.82 is friends with Officer Golgart's ride along, Tony John Partyka. 
knew that Partyka was participating in a ride along with Officer Golgart as part of a 

metro-wide anti-drunk driving initiative that evening. called Partyka, and told him 
about the possible drunk driver and advised that he was still behind the possible drunk driver in 
his vehicle and was following him on the freeway. 

13.82 continued to follow the suspect vehicle, and gave turn by turn directions to Partyka, 
who in turn relayed this information to Officer Golgart, who was in the area of the suspect 
vehicle, and began to attempt to locate him. At this point, no pursuit had been initiated. 

Officer Golgart turned northbound on 1-35W, and then eastbound on Highway 36, and then 
northbound on Snelling. Officer Golgart reported that he caught up to the suspect vehicle at 
Country Road C2. At this point 13.82 hung up. 

Officer Golgart attempted to stop the suspect vehicle using emergency lighting and siren, but the 
driver did not stop, and instead accelerated away from Officer Golgart, who then aired that he 
was in a pursuit over PTAC-4. 

Officer Golgart gave the reason for the pursuit, and the speed, which he reported as being 100 
mph. He also asked for a Minneapolis Supervisor to acknowledge the pursuit. Car 9, Lt. 
Christensen, did come on the air, but there was radio confusion which prevented effective 
communications between Car 9 and Officer Golgart. 

The pursuit continued northbound on Snelling to westbound 694, and from there the suspect 
vehicle exited onto Central Ave. and continued into Blaine. A short time after the suspect vehicle 
crossed under Highway 10, a Blaine PD squad took over as primary, and Officer Golgart became 
the secondary squad. 

The suspect vehicle then exited onto Main St. in Blaine and extinguished his headlights and 
shortly after, the Blaine PD squad aired that he had lost the suspect and was terminating the 
pursuit. 

Officer Golgart reported that he turned off his lights and siren and aired that he was discontinuing 
the pursuit as he crossed the first intersection on Main St. 
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MPD Form MP-3009, Ride-Along Program Release and Indemnity Agreement 

This investigator obtained both a copy and the original Ride-Along Program Release and 
Indemnity Agreement for Officer Golgart's ride along on 11-28-2014. This document is 
summarized below: 

• Participant: 
Tony John Partyka, DOB 6-8-1988, 764 63rd Ave. NE, Fridley, MN, 612-366-4656. Mr. 
Partyka lists his occupation as "Tow Truck Driver", and gives the reason for his 
participation in the program as "In School for Law Enforcement." 

• Supervisor: 
Sgt. Joel Pucely, Badge #5832, release valid from 2100 hours to 0300 hours, starting 11-
28-2014. 

• Officer: 
Officer James Golgart signed the release with his badge #2317 and listed his squad 
assignment as 981, vehicle P# of 76695. 

WorkForce Director CSO Tony Partyka 

WorkForce Director Records show that Officer Golgart's ride along, Tony John Partyka, was 
hired as a CSO on 1-5-2015, and is currently in the CSO program. 

However, at the time of the pursuit, Partyka was not a City of Minneapolis employee. 

Minneapolis Police Dispatch, 911 Call, Adam Hagen 

This investigator reviewed the 911 call placed by 1 3.82 which is summarized below: 

22:21:10: Caller: Ah, I'm at Plymouth and Freemont in North Minneapolis and I'm at a light 
and there's a person who's slouched over in their car. Ah, they appear to be breathing, I didn't 
want to open their car, they appear to be breathing, it's a dark blue Chrysler Sebring Touring 
Edition. The license plate is 193-PUA. 

22:21:47: Dispatch: It's a male? 

22:21:48: Caller: Yeah, looks like it. They're slouched over, well maybe not, they've got 
earrings, so maybe not, maybe it's a female with a short haircut. African American. There's a 
fire truck right there, too. 

22:22:06: Dispatch: Name? 

22:22:08: Caller: My name's 13.82 I just pulled out on a fire truck. And they are not 
responding, so. (Laughter).. . maybe they're coming around. 

22:22:15: Dispatch: They are on another run. We are going to start somebody else over there to 
help out. 

22:22:27: Okay. Do you want me to stay here? 
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22:22:28: Dispatch: If you want to, you can. 

22:22:31: Okay, yeah, I can do that. 

End of call. 
This recording was copied to a CD which is included in this report in Section 16. 

Minneapolis Fire Dispatch, Radio Traffic, Slumper Call 

This investigator obtained a recording of the fire dispatch to the slumper. That radio traffic is 
summarized below: 

22:22:25: MFD: Engine 14, for one slumping in a vehicle, Fremont Avenue North, Plymouth 
Avenue North at 404 Foxtrot inside of a dark blue Chrysler Sebring. Engine 14, with Police and 
EMS for a slumper, Fremont Avenue North and Plymouth Avenue North at 404 Foxtrot inside of 
a dark blue Chrysler Sebring, at 2222 hours. 

22:23:01: Dispatch, Engine 4, we'll take that run 
22:23:05: Received, Engine 14 can cancel. 
22:25:56: Dispatch, this is Engine 4, the vehicle has left the scene, possible DK, we advised 
Police the vehicle is a blue Chrysler, license number PUA-193, was heading into downtown on 
west 7th. 
22:26:29: Engine 4, received. 

This radio traffic was copied to a CD, which can be found in Section #16 of this report. 

PTAC 4 Radio Traffic, Squad 981, MSP Dispatch 

This investigator requested a copy of the radio traffic for Squad 981 from Marcy Dearing, 
Minnesota State Patrol Radio Communications Supervisor. Dearing provided the .wave files via 
email. 

Dearing did state that the State Patrol Dispatch "kind of dropped the ball" in the communications 
in this case, and the problems experienced were not the fault of the officer. Dearing further stated 
that they have taken steps to address those problems. 

The files were copied to CD, which is included in Section #16. That radio traffic is summarized 
below: 

Note: In the format provided by the State Patrol, there is no time stamp on the radio 
transmissions. Each numerically listed item below is a radio transmission. 

1. 981: Minneapolis 981, I'll be in pursuit of a vehicle, northbound on Snelling, coming up 
on Champlin unintelligible, Minneapolis, could you let State know, coming up on 694 
here, Minnesota 193 PUA. 

2. 981: And 981, I'm going to be getting on 694 west, if you could let Minneapolis know to 
have a supervisor acknowledge the pursuit. 

3. 981: 981 do you copy? 
4. MSP Dispatch: Minneapolis copies PTAC-4. 
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5. 981: Continuing 694 westbound, coming up on 35W, speeds are 110 mph, light traffic, 
reason for the pursuit was the vehicle was slumped over. 

6. MSP Dispatch: Copy 
7. 981: And 981, again, if you could let State know to get some assistance. Crossing 35W 

continuing westbound, entering New Brighton. 
8. MSP Dispatch: I'll advise 'em. 
9. MSP Dispatch: And PTAC-4 patched with ATAC-1 for a pursuit with one 694 from 

35W. 
10. 981: 981 coming up on Silver Lake Road, again, light traffic, continuing westbound. 
11. MSP Dispatch: Westbound 694 from Silver Lake. 
12. 981: 981 continuing westbound, coming up on Central Avenue. 
13. MSP Dispatch: Westbound coming up on Central. 
14. 981: 981 we are going to be going northbound on Central. 
15. MSP Dispatch: Northbound Central. 
16. 981: Again the plate is 193-PUA, occupied by one male driver. 
17. MSP Dispatch: One male driver, plate 193-PUA. 
18. Car 9: Car 9, is a supervisor monitoring this call? 
19. 981: 981 I haven't heard any Minneapolis supervisor acknowledge yet; I'm working 

TZD. 
20. Car 9: Car 9 copies. What's the reason for the flee? Or for the stop? 
21. 981: Male was slumped over at Freemont and Broadway in Minneapolis; I caught up to 

him in St. Paul. 
22. Car 9: And what's the speed and conditions? 
23. 981: 981 we are continuing northbound 
24. MSP Dispatch: Northbound over 50. 
25. Car 9: Are you able to ID this guy otherwise? 
26. 981: 981 continuing northbound, crossing 73rd. 
27. MSP Dispatch: Northbound from 73rd. 
28. 981: And 981, coming up on Osborne. 
29. Car 9: Car 9, has Anoka County been notified of this? 
30. MSP Dispatch: And Car 9, do you want Minneapolis dispatch to take this over? We'll 

let Anoka County know. 
31. Car 9: Ah, yes please. 
32. 981: 981 crossing 81't, coming up on County Road 10. 
33. MSP Dispatch: Crossing 80, coming up on County Road 10. 
34. 981: 981, it looks like I have another squad coming up behind me, probably Spring Lake 

Park. 
35. Unintelligible: I'm in the area of the pursuit. 
36. 981: 981, we are now north of Highway 10 in Blaine. 
37. MSP Dispatch: Anoka has been advised. 
38. MPD Dispatch: Anoka County, it's Minneapolis, do you want us to take the pursuit? 
39. 981: If someone can get up in front of me to call it; if not I'm okay right now still. 
40. 981: 981 we're going through 99th. 
41. MSP Dispatch: Crossing 99th. 
42. Unknown: David 34, 6500 arrive. 
43. 981: 981 crossing 105th. 
44. MSP Dispatch: Crossing 105th. 
45. Unknown: Description of vehicle? 
46. 981: 981, he's probably up by 95th right now. 
47. David 34: Is it a black Chrysler Sebring? He just shut off the lights passing 114th. 
48. MSP Dispatch: Anoka's behind you. 
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49. MSP Dispatch: Anoka cars behind the suspect. 
50. Chan 30: I can set up sticks at Bunker and 65. 
51. David 34: 10-4, passing 117th going northbound, my speeds are 95; he's got his lights 

off, right lane. 
52. MSP Dispatch: Northbound from 117th, 90 miles an hour . 
53. David 29: I'm trailing. 
54. David 34: He got off on Main, going eastbound. 
55. MSP Dispatch: Eastbound Main. 
56. David 34: I lost him on Main Street. 
57. MSP Dispatch: Lost on Main. 
58. 981: 981 at what point did you lose him at? 
59. David 34: It was just when he got off the freeway; I couldn't see if he went on the 

frontage road or continued east. 
60. 981: Minneapolis 981 copies. 
61. 981: 981, I'm going to be discontinuing this pursuit. 
62. Car 9: Minneapolis Car 9 copies 981 discontinuing the pursuit. 
63. MPS Dispatch: Discontinuing the pursuit, eastbound Main from 65, 2250. 
64. MSP Dispatch: Removing patches from ATAC-1 at 2250. 

Based on these recordings, the total elapsed time of Officer Golgart's radio transmissions was 9 
minutes and 54 seconds. This corresponds with the squad video from the pursuit, which was 9:44 
seconds in length. 

This radio traffic was copied to a CD, which can be found in Section #16 of this report. 

Squad Video, Squad 981 

This investigator reviewed the squad video from the pursuit and copied the video to 2 DVD's , 
which are included in this report in section #15. That video is summarized below: 

The video opens at 22:40:09. The lights and siren triggers are displayed in the "on" position. 

22:40:09: Just visible is the exit sign for West 694 and West Highway 10. Officer Golgart exits 
onto West 694 at this time. He appears to be approximately 6 car lengths behind the suspect 
vehicle. There appears to be light rain falling, as the wipers are set on intermittent. No speeds 
are displayed in the data. 

22:40:28: The suspect completes the exit turn, and has increased his lead on Officer Golgart to 
approximately 20 car lengths. 

22:40:40: The suspect accelerates away from Officer Golgart as they proceed westbound on 694. 
The suspect maintains his lead. Traffic is very light; there are no other cars encountered in the 
pursuit up to this point. 

22:40:57: The first traffic is encountered. The suspect and Officer Golgart are in the left lane. 
All traffic moves to the right, as the pursuit continues unimpeded. 

22:41:12: The suspect foolishly weaves between lanes; Officer Golgart holds steady in the left 
lane. The suspect appears to be trying to decide to exit at 35W. 
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22:41:17: The suspect and Officer Golgart pass exit #41B, for south 35W. At this time, Officer 

Golgart is approximately 8 car lengths behind the suspect. There is some traffic at this freeway 

junction. Traffic appears to be able to see the emergency lighting, and is yielding to the squad. 

22:41:45: The pursuit passes the Silver Lake Road exit. Traffic is light. The separation between 

the vehicles remains approximately the same. 

22:42:30: While the suspect weaves across lanes needlessly, Officer Golgart remains steady in 

the left lane. Traffic remains lights. 

22:42:55: The suspect exits abruptly onto State Highway 65/Central Ave. Officer Golgart 

negotiates this change of course with no danger. 

22:43:11: The suspect turns right from the left hand lane at the bottom of the exit, but traffic is 

light and Officer Golgart follows, approximately 8 cars lengths back. Traffic is light on Highway 

65 at this time. 

22:43:44: Car 9 can be heard on the radio asking for the reason for the flee. At this time Officer 

Golgart is still northbound on Highway 65, past E. Moore Lake Drive. Officer Golgart is 

approximately 1/8 of a mile behind the suspect. The suspect is hitting green lights along 65. 

22:44:25: The pursuit crosses railroad tracks just north of 68th Ave. NE. Traffic is light. Officer 

Golgart remains 1/8 of mile back. 

22:44:58: Car 9 is heard to ask dispatch if Anoka County had been notified. The separation 

between the cars remains 1/8 of a mile. 

22:45:32: The pursuit passes the exit for West Highway 10. The suspect has increased his lead 

over Officer Golgart. Traffic remains light. 

22:46:35: Minneapolis Dispatch asks if State Patrol Dispatch wants them to take the pursuit. 

22:48:38: The Blaine squad calls that the suspect exited on Main St. 

22:48:47: Officer Golgart exits onto Main St. 

22:48:57: The Blaine squad calls that he lost the suspect on Main St. 

22:49:21: Officer Golgart secures his lights and siren and he reduces speed and his driving 

returns to normal operation. 

22:49:54: Car 9 airs that the copies that the pursuit is terminated and the squad video ends. 
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Case Statements 

Statement of Officer James Golgart 

On March 31, 2015, Officer James Golgart came to Internal Affairs and provided a statement in 
this case. That statement is summarized below: 

Officer Golgart verified that he was working a Toward Zero Deaths buyback detail on 11-28-
2014 and was driving a pursuit rated, marked squad with P#76695. 

Officer Golgart stated that on 11-28-2014, he had a ride along with him, who he identified as 
Tony Partyka. Officer Golgart stated he has known Tony Partyka for approximately 4 years from 
Partyka's work at Miller Towing, and stated that Partyka is now in the MPD CSO program. 

Officer Golgart was asked if Tony Partyka was in the CSO program at the time of his ride along, 
and Officer Golgart stated, "No, sir." 

Officer Golgart was asked if he was familiar with the MPD Pursuit Policy, specifically section 7-
405, which addresses initiating or continuing a pursuit, including the section which lists the types 
of offenses where an officer may initiate a pursuit with a non-MPD employee in the squad and 
Officer Golgart responded, "I thought I was, yes." 

Officer Golgart was asked if he initiated a pursuit of a vehicle during his shift on 11-28-2014, and 
he responded, "Yes." 

Officer Golgart was asked what the original nature call of the suspect vehicle which he pursued 
was, and he responded, "It was a slumper call on the Northside." 

Officer Golgart was asked if there was any mention of homicide, felony assault, robbery, sexual 
assault or kidnapping, and he responded, "No, sir." 

Officer Gol art was asked if his ride along knew the original 911 caller, 1 3.82 and if 
called his ride along, Tony Partyka to tell him about the possible drunk driver, and 

Officer Golgart responded, "Yes." 

Officer Golgart was asked if Hagen was following the suspect vehicle, and relaying this 
information to Partyka, who in turn told him where the vehicle was, and Officer Golgart 
responded, "He did." 

Officer Golgart was asked if he eventually located the suspicious vehicle, and he stated, "I did" 
and gave the location as northbound on Snelling at approximately County Road C2. 

Officer Golgart was asked if he attempted to stop the suspicious vehicle using emergency lighting 
and siren, and Officer Golgart responded that he did. He was asked if the suspect vehicle 
stopped, and Officer Golgart responded that the suspect "continued northbound on Snelling at a 
high rate of speed...and then went westbound 694." 

Officer Golgart was asked if he would consider himself in a pursuit at this time, and he stated, 
"Yes." 
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Officer Golgart was asked if the ride along was still in the squad at this time, and he responded, 
"Yes." 

Officer Golgart was asked how long the pursuit went, and he stated he terminated his 
participation in the pursuit at Main Street and Central Avenue in Blaine because the Blaine squad 
which had taken over as the primary squad had lost the suspect. 

Officer Golgart was asked if he thought that since he was working a Towards Zero Deaths detail, 
that the MPD policies governing pursuits did not apply, and he responded, "No, sir." 

Officer Golgart was asked why he engaged in a pursuit for a slumper call when he had a non-
MPD employee with him, and he responded, "I was under the impression that, um, policy read 
that when you have a ride along you can pursue and then when a second car enters, that's when 
you drop out." 

Officer Golgart was asked if he could do things differently in hindsight, what would he do, and he 
responded, "Uh, aired out the description and said the vehicle took off and then not pursued." 

Officer Golgart was asked what made him change his thinking on that, and he responded that 
after the pursuit he returned to the 5th Precinct and read the policy and "and I was just under the 
impression that I was misinterpreted (sic) the policy." 

The interview was then concluded. 
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SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

Allegations 

Investigative Facts 

Allegation # 1: It is alleged that while working a TZD buyback detail in a fully marked MPD 
squad, Officer James Golgart initiated and continued a pursuit while another non-MPD employee 
(ride along) was with him in the squad. 

The nature call which lead to the pursuit was a "slumper" who had been observed at Freemont 
and Plymouth Avenues north, who then fled in his vehicle when MFD personnel responded. 

There was no mention of homicide, aggravated assault, aggravated robbery, sexual assault 
involving the use of a weapon or kidnapping in the original call, or at any point in the call during 
the duration of the pursuit. 

If this allegation were found to be true, it would violate the following: 

7-405 INITIATING OR CONTINUING A PURSUIT (11/20/01) 
(B-D) 
Whenever any non-MPD employees are in a police vehicle, officers may only initiate a pursuit 
under the following conditions: (05/03/02) (12/14/07) 

• Homicide 
• and 2" degree assault 
• Aggravated robbery 
• Sexual assault involving the use or threatened use of a dangerous weapon 
• Kidnapping 

Investigative Facts 

• Officer Golgart was working a Towards Zero Deaths (TDZ) detail on 11-28-2014. 

• A focus of this detail is arresting drunk drivers. 

• The detail operates metro wide. 

• This detail is considered buyback, not a part time job. 

• Officer Golgart was driving P#76995, which is a fully marked IVIPD Ford 
Explorer, which is in service regularly as marked squad 525. 

• Officer Golgart had a ride along with him during this shift. 

• The ride along participant, Tony Partyka, completed the ride along indemnity and release 
form. 

• Officer Golgart had completed the ride along indemnity and release form. 
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• , The supervisor of the shift, Sgt. Pucely, signed the form. 

• Officer Golgart initiated a pursuit after learning that a possible drunk driver had fled 
Minneapolis Fire personnel and entered 1-94 from the area of Broadway and Fremont 
Ayes. N. 

• Officer Golgart was working a metro-wide detail, so permission to pursue outside the 
City of Minneapolis was not required. 

• Officer Golgart was receiving turn by turn updates on the suspect vehicle from the 911 
caller, who was friends with his ride along and was talking to him on his cell phone. 

• Officer Golgart located the suspect vehicle on Snelling Ave. at County Road C2, and 
began his pursuit. 

• Squad video shows Officer Golgart pursuing the suspect video at the exit from Snelling 
Ave. onto westbound 1-694. 

• Squad video shows that Officer Golgart operated his lights and siren in a continuous 
manner throughout the pursuit. 

• Officer Golgart was-using radio channel PTAC-4 as assigned. 

• Audio recordings from the State Patrol dispatch show that Officer Golgart gave the 
location, speed, direction of travel and reason for the pursuit to dispatch. 

• Audio recordings show that Officer Golgart asked MSP Dispatch if a Minneapolis 
Supervisor had been notified of the pursuit. 

• Audio and video recordings show that a Blaine Police Department squad became the 
primary squad in the pursuit. 

• Audio and video recordings show that when the Blaine Officer transmitted that he lost the 
suspect, Officer Golgart secured his lights and siren and terminated the pursuit 24 
seconds later. 

• Video showed that during the pursuit, Officer Golgart did not engage in any excessively 
unsafe or dangerous maneuvers or actions. 

• Officer Golgart completed all CAPRS reports as required by MPD Policy 7-411. 

• Officer Golgart admitted that he initiated a pursuit for a simper call with a non-MPD 
employee ride along in the squad with him. 

• Officer Golgart stated that he thought he understood the pursuit policy to allow the 
initiation of a pursuit with a non-MPD employee in the squad, and then when another 
squad joined the pursuit, he was required to' drop out. 

• Officer Golgart stated that when he read the policy after the pursuit, he discovered he had 
misinterpreted the policy. 
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I confirm that 

Resp= f 

Sgt. atthew M -an 
Internal Affairs Unit 

e informat ovided in this case is true to the best of my knowledge. 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS UNIT 

DISCIPLINE WORKSHEET 
Category B-C Violations 

Officer James Golgart, Jr., Badge #2317 11-28-2014 IAU 14-24187 
Employee's Name and ID Number Date of Incident 

STEP 1 - CHARGES 

Polic Number Description Cate• or (A-D) 
7-405 

-
Date of Hearing 

Policy Number 

IAU Case Number 

Initiating or Continuing a Pursuit 
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STEP 2 - PRECINCT PANEL HEARING 
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U = Unfounded P = Policy Failure 
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Date 
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Panel Member in Attendance 
X) Concur Li Not Concur 
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Minneapolis Police Department 
Internal Affairs Unit 

Disciplinary Worksheet, page 2 of 3 

- 
Date of Hearing 

STEP 3 - LOUDERMILL HEARING 
Compose Discipline Letter 

cf- 4-1 

Was the employee present at the hearing? 

Time of Hearing Location of Hearing 

Pes Li No 

AGGRAVATING AND/OR MITIGATING FACTORS 
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Has the employee been ad istd of the final recommendation? irYes ❑ No 
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Date 
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Minneapolis Police Department 
Internal Affairs Unit 

Disciplinary Worksheet, page 3 of 3 

STEP 4 — BUREAU HEAD REVIEW 

Policy Number Description Cateaory S NS E U P 
7— 9 05 24v. Pet.,/-1'v) en Coadkaivi.,) c.. Pyrsv, f' 0 E Fl ❑ 

E 
ri 

S = Sustained 
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Bureau Head-Sign:re/Employee Number Date 

STEP 5- CHIEF- FINAL DISPOSITION 
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Chief of Police Signature 
MP-1408 (Revised 12/13) 
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